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Focus on 1991-92 Student Elections

Paul Argiro (left) and Michelle Tupesis
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ARGIRO/TUPESIS

The role of the Stu-A Pres and VP is to act as liasons
between students and administration while representing the
students. Not only would we maKe sure "they know how the
students feel about particular issues but we will be put in the
position of deciding what issues need the approval of the
students.This willrequire an ability to judge student opinion.
We can do this. Not only have webeen involved in student
government, including Commons Council and Stu-A,but we
have been involved in many other activities including IPLAY,Colby Music,Colby Literacy,Colby Friends,Varsity
Sports,Colby Publications and COOT leaders. We want to
voice the opinions of the students to the administration
instead of voicing the opinions of the administration to the
students. We will not be puppets.—PA & MT

Nancy Richards (left) and Leslie Frymier
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RICHARDS/FRYMIER

Good student leaders have the ability to generate positive
change. We believe that we have the experience,
dedicati on,and leadership necessary to make a difference.
We spent the past year together on President 's Council,
working closely on several all campus committees, as well
as addressing our respective Commons issues.
While there are specific issues we feel need to be
addressed within the next year, we also' want to generate
more student involvement on campus. Every student
deserves accurate representation in the face of the
administration and trustees. We want to create an efficient
governance system committed to the thoughts and ideals of
all students, yielding the changes you want and deserve. If
elected we will trulykeep Colby in thehand s of the stud ents.
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J ason Soules (lef t) and Karen Laidley
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SOULES/LAIDLEY

We, Jason Soules and Karen Laidley, feel prepared to
take on the responsibility of Stu-A President and V.P..
Together we have been involved in the natural progression
of Student Government, with Karen as Drummond V.P. her
first yearandJason servingon the Freshmen Council. Being
Johnson Commons Pres. and V.P. this year has been a team
effort , working closely with the administration,the student
body, and other student leaders on campus issues.
As Stu-A President and V.P. we would strive to maintain
and improve our working relationship with the
administration. Most importantly, we would like to lead a
President's Council which not only reacts to, but explores
new issues. On April 5th,please vote for the proactive team
to represent you.
Jason Soules / Karen Laidley for Stu-A.

Candidates bring experience to Stu-A race
Interviews By Lori Wright
EDITOR
Paul Argiro and Michelle Tupesis, candidates for Stu-A
president and vicepresident "decidedlastj'ear to go for it this
year," said Argiro.
They have "known each other since COOT - we've grown
up together at Colby, " said Argiro, and "although we have
differences we have a lot of common goals."
The Argiro/Tupesis ticket believes Colby's committee
system needs to be revised so that more students are represented on committees. "Students needs to have more of a
voice in things that directly affect us, " said Argiro.
Tupesis, who was Stu-A social chair two years ago, said
that tho alcohol policy and social life arc two important issues
which need to be addressed.
They would like to sec the $28,663 funding for nonalcoholic events continue, said Argiro.
Argiro equated Colby to a corporation in which communication is the key to effectiveness. "The students have to talk
to us and we have to listen to them - and then present what the
students think to the administration," said Argiro. "Wc want
to open up our office to the students."
Last year, "as a student witnessing things happen, tho
administration making decisions, I felt powerless," Argiro
said. "Now l want tobeable tomakethingshappcn,and make
students feel like they can make things happen ."
Referring to the fact that neither of them currently hold an
elected office,Tupesis said "we have both had time to sit back
and be students. You can lose sight of the general population
when you're always in student government." i

Between the two of them, sophomores Nancy Richards
and Leslie Frymier have been members of every Colby
subcommittee. They have also both participated in student
government since the moment they stepped on campus.
"Between the two of us, we have a great deal of experience," said Richards. "We have worked individually in our
own commons and together on Presidents' Council."
Richard s and Frymier are currently president of Pierce and
Piper, respectively.
According to Frymier, they are not afraid to "get in there
and debate," although coming to conclusions is important ,
too, added Richards.

All statements, which are identified by
the candidates' last names in bold face type,
have been written by the candidates and
printed exactly as submitted.
If elected, the issues they see themselves dealing with
next year include: making the advising system more efficient,devising a meal plan which accommodates everyone's
needs, and restructuring JanPlan to improve the quality and
selection of courses.
Richard s and Frymier would like to see the committee
system move quicker next year, meaning it shouldn't take
two months for a proposal to get passed or rejected,according
to Frymier.For example, "the WMHB proposal needs to be
moved quickly-that change needs to happen thisyear,"said
Frymier.
As a ticket of sophomores,Richardsbelieves "it isa major
advantage to be sophomores. Wc won't have to worry about
resumes; getting jobs, and 400-level courses next year."

If elected to Stu-A president and vice president, sophomores Jason Soules and Karen Laidley would like to see
Presidents' Council become a more excited,pro-active group,
in which new ideas are initiated . This year, they believe,
Presidents'Council was simply reactive to theadministration's
ideas.
Laidley and Soules are currently Johnson Commons
president and vice president,and Laidley defines her position
as "another high." She said it is especially rewarding to
discuss an issue at a small meeting and see it develop into
policy. "It's great to see something pass," she said.
They mentioned the Trustees approval of $28,663 for
social events as a big win and proof that Stu-A can get things
done even when working against the president of theCollege.
If elected, this duo would like to see innovative social
programming continue, while still maintaining what Soules
called "Colby's traditional social life."
They also want to keep up communication between the
student body and student government, and student government and the administration , according to Soules. He suggested a regular newsletter as a possible means of accomplishing this.
Soules and Laidley have worked together as a team this
year and sec themselves as naturally progressing into the
position of Stu-A president and vice president, respectively.
"We're up on what's happening and we have a strong
background of student government," said Soules.
In regards to being an all-sophomorc ticket, they think it
is advantageous "to be juniors as Stu-A president and vice
president. This way, they will have more time to do the job
well, said Laidley.
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CHASE/ALFOND

Bryan Chase & Jenny Alfond
Colby belongs to the students, sometimes we
forget this and becomea merepart of the community,
rather than being actively involved in it. Once in
office, we will make Stu-A more accessible to
everyone. With our backgrounds, which include
activities from Recycling and COOT to Commons
Pres. and Hall Staff, we are determined to attract
fresh and different people, ideas, and interests into
Stu-A. We want our office to include enough of the
community so that it will be the center of not only
social life, but cultural and intellectual life as well.
Colby needsa face lift. Through our commitment to
accessibility,we will listen,share,and act upon what
the campus needs. We are ready to shape a more
definitive role for Stu-A.

Also experienced
Interview by Lori Wright
EDITOR

Our pick

After interviewing all the candidates and considering
their submitted statements, The Colby Echo is endorsing
Jason Soules and Karen Laidley for Stu-A president and
vice president.

It is an encouraging sign to see four tickets running for Student
Association president and vice-president. This exceptionally large
number is indicative of an increasing interest in student government
and the well-being of the general Colby population. While theEcho was
excited to see this positive change, it is disheartening that three of the
four commons' tickets are running uncontested. What an exciting
election it could be if the energy in the Stu-A races was equalled in the
commons elections.
With four choices on the Stu-A presidential/V.P. ballot, you have a
lot to consider when voting on Friday. We had a lot to consider when
choosing a ticket to endorse.
We believethat Soules and Laidley possess the most experience in
student government, as well as the vision necessary to carry Colby
through the 1991-92 school year. The top two Stu-A executives should
have the ability to look into the future and make positive change. We
believe Soules and Laidley stand out above the rest in this area.
Soules and Laidley said they want to be a proactive team, looking
forward , and taking positive action.This is exactly what Colby needs
- leaders with autonomy from the administration who are willing to
step out on a limb and ruffle a few feathers when necessary. Simply
relaying information to the students from the administration is
unacceptable. We are confident that Soules and Laidley will not let
students down.
In addition to possessing experience and a vision, Soules and
Laidley are experts at reaching out to students and hearing their
concerns. They both possess the friendly and receptive demeanor
which is necessary to listen to the voices which constantly shout from
all directions.
Soules- and Laidley will both be juniors next year, which is a
diversion from the usual Stu-A president and vice-president who are
seniors. But we believe this has real benefits. First, if elected,they will
not be bogged down with senior seminars, 400-level classes, and job
searching. Second, choosing not to go abroad next year shows a real
dedication to Colby. Third, since they will be on campus as seniors,
these then-experienced student leaders would be able to show the
ropes to their successors. In any case, we think that Soules and Laidley
have the maturity and experience to handle the job.
This year, Soules and Laidley have worked effectively together as
a team. Next year, we believe they can do the same.

i

"Every semester starts and ends really well, but
there's alwaysa dead area in the middle," according to
Stu-ApresidentialcandidateBryanChase '92. If elected,
Chase and V.P. candidate Jenny Alfond '92 want,
among other things, to unite their efforts and make
Colby a more socially and culturallyexciting college.
Alfond suggested all-day cultural affairs, while
Chase said he would like the Spa to be a place where

Editor 's Note: Because Chase's original running mate was unable to run, Chase and Alfond did not meetthe Echo's I
I
1 deadlinefor the f ront page. They were also unable to be photographed.

Stu-A Social Chair
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Warren Claytor

CLAYTOR

Hello, I am Warren Claytor, a candidate for Stu-A
Social Chair. I'm a Junior with experience in dealing
with social functions here at Colby and other places. As
Hall President of Dana last year,I planned social functions
for the two-hundred person Residence Hall. This Fall I
was on the Sea Semester program and organized
weekend social functions, one of which included the
infamous Atlantic Clarion Steel Drum Band. Let's liven
up this campus! Vote Claytor for Stu-A Social Chair.
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I am going to be frank. I enjoy being involved on
campus, and enhancing the social life. This past year
I was the Lovejoy Commons Social Chair, planned
some fun, new, and packed events, dealt with the
administration and all the red tape, and had an
;
excellent time doing it.
I am not going to make promoises, or tell you to
"read my lips", but I will devote my best effort to the
job of Stu-A Social Chair. It is a position which greatly
affects everyones campus life, and I will make it
better.

Colby has had some wonderful events this
year, but there is still great potential for cultural
activities on thiscampus. I seethree main problems
that need to beexamined; student response: there
are f ar to few students at most events; student
awareness: a big problem with turnout is a lack of
knowledge; and student input: Stu-A is here for
the student body,thecommunication gapmust be
bridged. Colby could offer many great cultural
experiences,and I want to help make them happen.

Sand y Maisel , chair of the
government depa rtment , will
moderate the debate.
'

YORMAK

FORT

There will be a deb ate between
the candidates for Stu-A
President/Vice Pres ident Tuesday
at 9:30 in Lovej oy 100. .. '. . <
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J onathan Yormak

Stu-A Cultural Chair
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people from all ends of the campus could meet,not
just where people pick up a few burgers.
To accomplish these goals and make Colby live
up to its potential,Chase would encourage what he
calls an "open door policy" in which students'
ideas would be heard and considered. "We don't
have all the answers,"said Chase,"but 'the students
do, and we need to guide them Ithe students]."
In addition to listening to them, Chase and
Alfond want to involve more students in student
government. "My role as vice president would be
to tiepeopleinand getaction,"said Alfond."There's
so much energy out there - it just needs to be
channeled right." With her experience as head of
Colby's recycling program, Alfond said she has
acquired extensive experience in asking people to
do things.
.
While Alfond has been involved in a variety of
activities such as recycling and COOT, Chase-has
been more involved in student government and
hallstaf f. Chase is currently Stu-A parliamentarian
and an R.A. Last year, Chase was president of
Johnson Commons and as a first-year student he
was the governor of Johnson Hall.
Alfond and Chase would like to see Stu-A take
a stand for itself. "Instead of floating around and
taking what comes to us, we need to have our own
agenda and our things to accomplish,"said Alfond.
Stu-A would come up with an agenda, they
said, by holding regular open forums at which
students could air their ideas. In addition, Chase
and Alfond would hold forums before the Trustees
visit to Colby so that the Trustees would be made
aware of students' concerns.
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The stud ent s wiU vote ob a referendu m
Friday todecide if Stu-A should j*&t paid ;
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BOLES/
DRISLANE

My Name is Jessica Drislane
andlamrunningforVicepresident
of Johnson Commons along with
Mark Boles who is running for
'President. Mark is a member of
!the class of 92.5 after spending a
semester at Columbia University.
"He was my Coot Leader and a
Photo byTara Taiipier
member of the Coot committee.
Jessica Drislane(left) and Mark Boles
;He also plays Varsity Lacrosse. I
'am a first year student. I played
rugby in the fall, am currently playing J.V. Lacrosse as well as being a Dean s list
student. Together both Mark and I will represent your commons, most importantly,
socially. In addition through Presidents Council we will represent students on some
academicand social policy issues. We hope to work closely with students, the other
commons and Stu- A to provide a strong, well rounded social atmosphere.

DUPUIS/FRIEL

What is Colby all about?
It's about the eight semester
rule, and dogheads. It's about
tuition hikes,and watching Cheers
on Thursdays. It involves the
Boston Globe, Calvin and Hobbes,
Silver Street Tavern, and SPA
burgers. It's about finishing an
English paper at 4:00 am," arid
sleeping til three on Sunday
afternoon. It has to do with the
Gulf War, and the fat ducks on
Photo by Tara Taupier
Frat Row. And a Commons Ryan Friel (left) and Keith Dupuis
Council has to understand this.
They have to see the humor as
well as the difficulty, the maturity as well as the immaturity; they have to plan parties
just as devoutly as they have to question the administration on bad policy.
So if you vote for Keith as Johnson Commons President, and Ryan as VicePresident, do it because we know what Colby is all about, and we know how to get
things done.

FLINT/
LINDSTROM

Chris Flint and Jim Lindstrom
would like to represent Chaplin
Commons as President and Vice
President. Currently Chris is the
Averill Hall President and he is
.also involved in soccer and
baseball. Jim is a member of
,,,.
. . .I . .
Chorale, plays squash,, and is
-h
Plwt
o' by Tara Taupier)
treasurerof the Republican Club.
Chris Flint (left) and J im Lindstrom
Through Chris' involvemnet in
the Commons system and Jjim's
involvement with financial matters we both have experience in the roles we hope
to fill. Chris has been able to'sec how the process of schedulingevents takes place,
and this prior experiencewill greatly help in the upcoming school year. We want
to coordinate many social and cultural events for our commons creating more
options for our diverse studentbody; If elected wc will work with all our available
resources, attempting to fulfill the needs of our commons.

HARRIS/
PL ATT

Skip Harris and Ren Piatt—
After contemplating running
for Lovejoy Council for
several months we have
decided that we have the
enthusiasm and drive No photo available
necessaryto do a great job.
As a member of the
Educational Policy Committee for the past year, Skip's experience will aid
him in being a good president who is sensitive to the issues and who will
represent the students of Lovejoy Commons. Ren is a first year student who
has worked on her dorm council and as a member of the Student's Activity
Board. This experience will enable her to deal with people like Skip on a
regular basis. We believe that our spirit and fresh ideas will not only make
Lovejoy Commons an enjoyable place to live,but one that is amusing as well.

NIEBUHR/
POHL

Dedication , creativity,
leadership,and abilityto work
well as a team are four ways
to describeKurt Niebuhr and
Sarah Pohl. As Presidentand
Piioto by An Druker
Vice-President, we seek to
utilize these qualities to Sarah Pohl (left) and Kurt Niebuhr
gurantce the successof Mary
Low Commons-run activities next year. Wc have both held leadership
positions in various clubs, sports, and organizations. Some of our goals for
Mary Low Commons include: increased student input on commons functions,
more culturally relatedactivities,and also events in which drinkersand nondrinkers can enjoy themselvesequally. With your vote, we will strive to make
Mary Low Commons the place to bell
v
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Sex, drugs and rock n ' roll. See pages 1-8

Colby presi dent accused of
anti-trust violations and sexual shenanigans
By Carl 'sexual athleticism
is diifficult with my
genetics" Smith
OPINIONS EDITOR
Arraigned and awaiting trial
by jury is the current stance of
Colby College and its bumbling,
fumbling, not so very bright and
generally questionable administrative leader "Rock me two times
Willy Cawter." According to
trusted sources,Cawter and Colby
have been nabbed in an unprecedented web of deception, embezzlement, and general wrongdoing. At the forefront of Cawter's
illicit activities are at least fifteen
counts of antitrust violations and
tuition fixing tactics.
One administrator , Joyce
McMelons Maisel has come
foward, in exchange for her own
immunity, with critical evidence
to indict Cawter and his cohorts.
According to McMelons, " I've
been in Cawter'sofficemany times,
then again I've been in lotsof offices
lots of times, in fact now that I
think of it I like off ices and I like
being in them."
When asked to comment more
d irectlyconcerning her knowledge
of the antitrust violations,
McMelons stated, "Every time I

rushed the President's house hoping to discover evidence of the
was in Cawter's office he
Cawters' crimes. Van Vomitberg
was concocting a new
discovered Cawter wearing nothand more inventive
ing but his "He-man Masters of the
means of raising student
Universe outfit."
tuitions." "Often these
"Everything looked normal to
be
conactions would
me"
said Van Vomitberg. "That is,
ducted while he was on
until
I spotted Belinda wearing a
the phone with presifull length coat made out of genudents of other prestigious
ine Szechuan Sealskin."
New England Colleges."
Said Van Vomitberg, " I'll tell
I could hear him in his
you
here and now sealskinlike that
president
office with the
costs
a lot of bucks but who cares
of Harvard on the phone
anyways - it's not in my job defixing tuition with statescription and I didn't have to send
ments like "20,400,23,000
the Jitney downtown."
whatever it takes Closer investigation of the
anyways what's a couple
Cawter
residence has uncovered
of thoubetweenfriends."'
numerousextravagancesfundedby
But, antitrust is only
student dollars. Items such as a githe tip of the mule pie.
ant screen t.v. in the shape of a
An exhaustive investigawhite mine/ naugahide riding outtive action by a task force
fits, and a blow up doll of Ed
composed of Mark Van
Hersheysquirts,
were scattered
team
Vomitberg and his
around
the
Cawter
residence.
of rocket scientists has
This
evidence
and
McMelon's
uncovered morevile viotestimony should put the Cawters
lations virtually vanin custody for many years to come.
quishing various volupAuthorities have speculated that
tuous virgins vaulting
the Cawters will most likely serve
vegetables.
their sentences on Mayflower Hill.
According to the task
yj i u iu t/y uu murf tiriu
Said one police officer, "Let them
force, Cawter and his
serve their time up at Colby, the
wife Belinda "excuse me
President Cawter on one of his role playing adventures - his harem looks on.
way most of the country sees it.
Willy C.are those Bugle Boysyou're
After McMelons provided a hot Being up there is next best thing to
wearing" have embezzeled count- their personal fantasy and role
«P to Van Vomitberg, the task force being in prison." ?
less dollars from the college to fund playing adventures.

Hamburger says
"waste not want not"

burger Patty reflected on the recent events.
"This is a joke, right? I mean, we all go to
the bathroom, but that's really gross stuff
you're talking about! Icky! It's kind of funny
though."
A stuAfter
dent defp icking
ecates in the
herself up
Taylor study
from the
carrels. An
floor, Patty
unsuspectoffered an
ing female
explanation
steps into a
as to why a
puddle of
student
pec while
might bewalking
have this
down a hallway.
way in Foss.
"Call
A First-year
mc HaminGoddard burger ,
Hodg kins
p l e a s e ,"
urinates into
said Patty.
his
own
"Well , it
pliala by yo greasy granny
hands, and
seems to me
then drinks Patty Hamburger counsels Sarah on personal matters.
this type of
it. What is
behavior is
causing this sudden outpour of public uri- a display of a personality-stress syndrome
nation and defecation?
Hamburger continued on page7
Director of Counseling Services HamBy Craig Applecrumb
FEATURES EDITOR

Three new Jan-Plans approved
By Craig Applecrumb
FEATURES EDITOR

Due to students' complaints, there will be
more diverse January programs next year.
We're very excited about these new JanPlans," said a very pregnant Margarita
Lichterfelda Thomasta, associate dea n of
faculty. "I think they'll fill the gap that students
feel is sorely needed."
The new classes are:
Economics 231j - Jan-Plan in Colombia:
Cocaine and the Drug World
Students will be housed with families who
aro members of the Medellin drug cartel in
Medellin, Colombia. Topics include: How to
evade customs officials , mass-murder
techniques, how the cartels operate, how to
discern quality cocaine from the cheap stuff.
Students will bo expected to not only return
with expensive cocaine habits, but will also
be expected to apply the skills they learned in
starting their own cartel at Colby. Estimated
cost of program will be $1,350,000 (cost
includes room, board", airfare, and cocaine) .
Art 355j - Erotic Art: I Aography on
Film

The development of pornographic films
as an underrated art form. The course begins
with the classic 1939 skin-flicks 'The Wizard
of 'Oohs' and 'Aahs'" and "Gone With M y
Wind," progressing up to present films like
"Sleeping With All My Enemies" and "Really
GoodFellas." In addition , students will
partake in the filming of their own movie as
well. Note: Students interested in taking this
course for gym credit should consult the
instructor.
Music497j - "Like a Seminar":Madonna
Top ics to include: the symbolic,
metaphoric,literal,philosophical and cultural
implications of Madonna 's work as seen in
her records and videos; why she wears her
underwear in public; why she married Scan
Penn; why she made "Shanghai Surprise"
and "Who's That Girl?" ; the thematic
implications of her crotch-grabbing in public
placcs.Q

Government

Chia pet bought
for Colby
museum

mile loop for flashers. At first, the charges
were denied, but they were videoed by a
plumber who was testing out his video
camera. "We just like to do a few doughnuts
on slow nights," said Officer Leanon Me.

Bill "melater"Caughter has approved
a $2,000,000 advance for the purchase of a
25,000 year old chia pet he found in Kmart over break. "I just fell in love with it,
I think it was sprayed with Impulse or
something," Caughter said.

"Hebumped it with hisbutt and sat down
hard," said a senior at Small Town High.
Beernut suffered damage to his private parts,
but his tennis arm is still working. "I'm glad
my arm is okay,but my honey in Hilton Head
is seriously bummin'. I hope to be up real
soon," said Beernut from his suite in the
Health Center.
As a result of the accident, the admissions
office is seriously reconsidering its policy of
the mandatory backward walk. "We don't
want to be responsible for impairing an
individual's ability to have kids," said Tour
Guide Coordinator Amo Walker '91.

profs suspected
of drug use

Two pipes and a bong were confiscated
from the government department seminar
room after secretary Spat Kicker tipped off
Director of Safety and Security Mark Van
Vomitberg and his men. "Theboys up here
have been tokin' on these things [the
paraphernalia] during their departmental
meetings," said Kicker. "I hope they all get
busted ."

Makhr Whoopie a
new I-PLAY sport

SPA to be turned
into go-go bar

Blueprints were drawn for the
renovation of the SPA, soon to be named
"Furburgers." Tool Neiuwoman arranged
for the renovation,claiming,"!just wanted
to jazz the place up a bit. I'll find the
money for it somehow -1always do." The
entertainment upstairs will be provided
by the topless bearded lady sisters, and
downstairs willfeaturedead farm animals.
Missed meal credit will still be available,
either in food or in singles.

p hoto by Spat Kicker

This is not a coffee cup

photo by Elmer Fudd
Evidence

Dean Sergio does
Hollywood

Dumbass to wed
Write

photo by what s his name
Eager fornicaters
Dick Wiltmore has recently approved sex
for I-PLAY competition this spring.
Contestants will be judged each week on
various moves, such as the "double backed
beast",and the "wham,bam,thankyou slam."
So far only 2453 people have signed up, but
Wiltmore expects more by the end of the
week. The winners will get to perform their
best moves in the talent show during senior
week, and will also be awarded Colby "Safe
Sex" t-shirts.

Elk head may be
sign of frat
activity
p hoto by Math Dumbass

1 told you I had rowdy hands!!

Math Dumbass and Glory Write have
decided to tie the knot after a whirlwind
courtship of only two days. Tlie two met
at Chez lounge, at Tuesday's wet t-shirt
contest which Dumbass was judging and
Write won. "He said he loves me," she
cooed, while he proclaimed, "She likes
water! I'm set!" The service will be performed on the roof of the chapel this Saturday, and the reception will be catered
by Poland Springs.

WMHB going off
air

The FCC is revoking WMHB' s
broadcasting license after one of the D.J .'s
said "shucks" over the air. 'This type of
f—king s—t won't be tolerated," Mr.
Bustya Fernothing said. "Those a—holes
have been yanking our d—ks all
yca r!!@%#$%&lf$&%. And now they're
gonna pay! I'm going to stuff their heads
so far up their butts they're gonna look
like little brown rings!"

Safety and
Security caught
with pants down

Two safety and security officers were
spotted making skidmarks on Mayflower
Hill Drive last Saturday night when they
were supposed to be patrolling the three

p hoto by Vogue

Serge sports his new stud shades
Dean Sergio will blow out of Colby next
month to fulfill his childhood dream of
becoming an actor. "I've had enough of this
place - of all that J-Board stuff , overrated
soccer matches, whining failing seniors and
their rich parents and this horrendous
weather. I want to go where the sun, babes,
and the money are," he said. As the twin
brother of Dustin Hoffman ("Kramer vs.
Kramer" and "Rain Mai\"), Sergio is ready to
put his natural acting talent to use. "I mean,
I've been bullshitting along here at Colby
anyway. I might as well do it on stage,"
Sergio said.His premier movie,to be released
next year is called "My life as a dog Part II."

Colminer blows
his top

photo by B&G

Bullwinkle 's Cousin

The deans office said it has reason to
believe there is possible fraternity activity
occurring again at Colby. During routine
room inspections over Spring Break,
Buildings and Grounds spotted bloody elk
heads in a dorm room. "Something really
Rookie tour guide R. B. Bcemut'91,trying stank, so I called two of my buddies and we
to perfect his backward walking skills, went in to check it out, " said an employee.
accidentally rammed into a 15foot lamp post "Sure enough, there were dead animal parts
everywhere and a stuffed head on the wall. I
on frat row yesterday.
just wrote down tho room number and split."
The ultimate punishment for the two
seniors who live in the room has not yet been
decided,but Dean Sergio said, "this is for real
now. If this is proven to be frat business which 1find an abhorred activity for anyone,
anytime - there outta here, they're off for
good. Seriously. But what do I really care?
I'm goin' sunny Cali."

Tour guide rains
down lamp post

Prof. Chipoffa House denied the
accusation. "Okay, maybeback in the good
oledays,when I was majoring in ending the
war in Vietnam - did you know that was my
major? - maybe then I smoked a little weed.
But the closest I come to that now is eating
a little parsley to cleanse my digestive
system."
In addition, several students had been
complaining of excessively wordy, hungry,
and red-eyed government professors
teaching their classes. "Prof. Hot Rod talks
so fast he's gotta be doing LSD. There's no
way he's straight," said government major
Steve Copier '91.
Prof. Handyman Maysell has shown no
signs of red eyes or a case of the munchies,
"but his butterscotch brownies did taste
awfully suspicious,"said Jason Cornoil '91.
"I thought I was feeling foggier than usual."
The entiredepartment,including Kicker,
will undergo mandatory drug tests next
week.

photo by BLECl-10
Vandalism charged to registrar 's estate
Registrar Jorgd "RoIaids"Colminer came
to a frightful end of his life yesterday, as he
spontaneously combusted in his office. Our
BLECHO photographer who was on the
scenejust caught his toupceblasting through
the ceiling (sec photo). No he didn't. Ok, I
lied. Actually he internalized a fart and his
head popped off. "Someonehad hidden his
Gas-Ex" a bystander said , "we knew it
would happen sometime."

Jannie
Sweatthinger
begs for big ones
To learn more about J annie's begging

photo by Rabbi Snolgrappel e
Dead lamp p ost

fin d continued over there

Goodballs still thinking

Mr. Bill Goodballs, who is the senior class
commencement speaker, is still trying to determine the
topic of his speech. But with the help of some friends, he
has come up with a few ideas. "I don't want to talk about
all the usual stuff- you know, like commitment, integrity,
maturity, bla, bla, bla," he said. "I was thinking more
along the lines of 10 ways to love your farm animals, or
how to show your best side at a party." Goodballs is
notorious for dropping his pants in large crowds,according
to sources. "Chicks dig it. And it's great becauseshe tells
her friend and she tellsher friend and she tells her friend,
until I've hit them all. I liketo go through things one house
at a time." Goodballs is still considering whether he will
use visual aids for the speech.

Jannie begs for
big ones
Deanof StudentsJannie Sweatthinger,
feeling like she pales in comparison to her
colleagueJoyce McMelons Maisel, is considering a breast implant.On her lunch
hour-and-a-half, Sweattinger goes to the
art department and works on paper macheing her ideal shapeand size. "I've tried
a few different molds, but I'm looking for
the perfect breast,so I take my moldsback
to the deans office to get second opinions.
TellmeThelma [Sweatthinger's.secretary]
is my most trusted advisor, and she liked
this one (see photo).

"Hot Rod" has good
hands

What do you thinlc?

photo by Thelma

Did that government paper cramp your hands as
much as your style? Have you lost your sense of being?
Has the anticipation of an Iraqi power vacuum knotted
your neck? Did the five-mile loop retire you from
ambulation?
If you answered "yes"to any of these questions, then
take your next study break at "Hot Rod's Parlor," located
in the Coffeehouse.

p hoto by your Mutha

Waiting for the hands
Colby's Young Entrepreneurs Club gave
its seal of approval to Prof. Ken "Hot Rod"
Rodman,the guru of global studies,to begin
Mayflower Massage, Colby's first massage
parlor.
Rodman said his interest in massage was
first sparked while teaching in New York
City. With all the people living in the city,
Hot Rod has learned enough about human
contact. Although he has not received any
formal training, "Hot Rod" feels confident
that he can "undo any knot,kink,or cramp in
the human body."
His recipeis "only the essentials,"he said.
"A horizontal plane, incense, oil, Oriental
music, and two or three strong hands."

Lindy Caughter's Shocking Expose: All the
President 's Wives
By Mandy Hollowhead
A & E EDITOR
Hot off the presses, Lindy Caughter's
exposing new novel. All the President's
Wives, adds a dimension which should
shock and confound all those who previously viewed her as the proud,supportive,
loving, and only wife of the president of
Corny College, a school of about 15,000
students for the hearing impaired, located
in the posh , eclectic , little town of
Wonderfilled , Maine.

Sharelle
When asked why she published her story
rather than appearing on either The Oprah
Winfrey or Phil Donahue Show, Caughter
explained that she "wanted to make sure
that all the kids at Corny were able to get the
full story in case the shows were unable to
be close-captioned."
The novel,spanning nearly 500 pages of
the highest quality paper - it seems Corny
has quite a large endowment - was released
over spring break. Lindy wanted to make
sure that it was fully distributed while her
husband was away, so that no sabotage
took place.
Officers from Safety and Security are
guarding the Corny Bookstore, and Lonny,
a well-known nightguard on campus, said
"I contacted some of my buddies down at
the Wonderfilled Police Department and
they're keeping a close eye on President
Caughter as well as on tho city's (many and
expansive) bookstores.
Caughter's novel was written in two
short weeks. "I'm a very fast typist", she
said.
The underlying reason for her rush to
publish, however, is exposed in the novel
itself. It seems that Caughter made the
alarmingdiscoveryofherhusband'ssccrcts

in thebeginning of March.What
follows is her story, her
uncensored secret.
"I was beginning my spring
cleaning and I decided to call an
exterminator to come take care
of the roach problem we've had.
You see, Bill "Melater" plays a
lot of BeerDie and the cans get
stacked up in the corner of the
kitchen, and well, you know
how the crunchy little suckers
love Black Label!
"Anyway,Billme has a little
gold filofax I gave him for our
first anniversary and he keeps
absolutely everything in there. I
was looking under W for
Wonderfilled Exterminators
and I saw the heading 'WIVES'
- he never was a very good
speller - and I thought I'd go
ahead and correct it, just erase
the 's' so that it was singular,
'WIVE.'
"As I opened the section I
saw the names of all these different women. Well, at first I
thought they were the names of
my manicurist, my fashion coordinator, my workout instructor, my masseuse, my hairdresser,my makeup consultant,
etc., but when I realized none of
the names were Bobbi, Brenda,
Lacey, Jeanette, or Tawny, I
dedded to read on.

"Put simply, it appears that my Bill is also Wanda's
Bill,Claudette'sBill,Sharelle'sBill,Mi'czi'sBill and Lorna's
Bill. At first all I could think was, no wonder he's so tired
after those long grocery trips,but then I got really, really,
really...inspired. So I sat down at my personal computer
and went crazy. For six and a half days I typed. I broke 4
nails and ate nothing but Diet Pepsi and Doritos the entire
time, but it was worth it.
"Bill "Melater" was away - I'm still not sure what he
was doing, something about a lecture he had to give in
Bermuda,but it gave me the time Ineeded.Now the world
will know about men like him who think they can just go
around marrying women like swatting flies! I don't know
what theother women are going to do now that they know
-1 published their real names - but I hope they're not too
upset 'cause they looked like nice people in the fold out
posters he had in the filofax."

Claudette
thought it would be a good story and I
know how boring all those textbooks get
for the students; Bill "Melater's" really
into all that education stuff but I think my
book is more in touch with what the public
wants to read."
When asked what he had to say about
the book, President Caughter said "I can't
even think about it. I'm so distraught about
not getting the Payson collection I can't
even play Beer Die!"Q

Wanda and Wanda

Lorna the Rocker

The book itself isn't that interesting. Caughter isn't a
very good speller either, and no corrections were made
because she paid for the publishing herself. By the way,
she wanted us to mention how much she appreciated all
thebenefits afforded her by being the wifeof the president
of Corny College, not only did it give her the resources to
publish hor story, but she is also fortunate enough to live
in wonderful Wonderfilled , for which she is "eternally
grateful."
When asked whether or not she was going to leave her
husband, possibly taking up a career as an author or as a
typist,she said "No way!I couldn't possibly giveup all the
perks (mentioned above) and besides, it doesn't really
bother mc that he is married to all of those women any
more thanit would if he were just sleeping with them. Bill
and I tried that sex wax stuff that the Echo staff suggested,
but it did a lot more for the bottoms of my new K2s. I just
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Cobly takes Daytona by storm
By Steve Copier

LICK IT IT'S SNOT

Wh ile Sadd am Huss ei n no

longer remains an external threat,
President Bush and the U.S. forces
had little time to relax last week as
Colby College stormed and conquered Daytona Beach, Florida.
Luckily for everyone involved, the
battle was brief - our intoxicated
LORETTAPAVLENKO (GOODSZUNTHEIT),Asst.News Editor
warriors quickly realized that kegHOMEY DONT PLAY THAT, Asst.Sports Ed itor
related comraderie was a much
SHOOGS, Layout Assistant
more effective weapon than our
CHARLOTTE'SWEBSTER, Layout Assistant
SCUD attacks.
original
SUMMER LEMON FRESH JOY, S taff Artist
Once
our position was secured,
ETHAN GETME?, Staff Artist
however, a secondary goal rose to
O.K.?,Librarian
the forefront and proved even more
MAGIC MARK R., Subscrip tionsManager
NATHANIELBROWNSTAR,Heinocerous Bard
entertaining and newsworthy than
our initial victory - paying for our
LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
TheMitorial istitcofficialopinionof the paper. Of couise if you believe that maybeyou should have gone
battle expenses. Since the costs of
to Bowdoin with all the nst ofthe squids that gotoschoolinBmnswidc The other opinions present on this
success werehigh,all of us involved
page do sot necessarily represent the views of TheCoiby Echo or its staff. Most times your opinions are so
poorly researched and igmsanth / expressed that we laugh aloud as we read and then discard them.
were willing to do anything necesThe CMg Echoencourages lettersfrom its readers , especially those within the immediate community.
sary to recover our losses and enable
TheyshcwHnotexEBed2D0words.Therefc>rewhining
stop when you turn in a dissertation and we shred
and sliceft unt Qyoulooklike an idiot.
a return trip to Colby.
Lettersto the Editor should not hetyped. They should be implanted on the skin of the male or female of
Fortunately, the opportunities
lookmaybewill
publish
them.
Letterstothe
yourch oicewShseIectedbodypaints.If we like the way they
Editor mustbesignedand include either ana ddressora phone number.If you area male writer, the letter
for
cash prizes were vast and alshould indnde a revealing photograp h of yourself so that we may peruse it at our pleasure.
lowed
everyone to do quite well
Actually we dont give a rat's ass what you write about,
(except for the visiting members of
because we have the last word. So piss off.
the baseball team who quickly discovered they were better off playing ball in Central Florida than
striking out in Daytona). While I
could never recount all of the individual heroics that were so prevalent in Daytona, there are several
courageous efforts that simply
All yearwe'vebeen expressing our opinions. But
cannot go unnoticed.
behind closeddoors, here's what we really think.
Jody Cocks '91, overturned
Florida in his pursuit for cash by
winning the "hottest bod in
FUCK!!!!!! - Prettymuch everyone
America" contest (through the deceptive use of oil and mirrors) and
"There's such a fine line between editing and just handing it in." John Walsh

From the bowels of Rober ts

a hefty $2,000 for the return
trip. His initial victory proved
even more rewardi ng in the
long run , however, as it
greatly enhanced his gigolo
fees and undoubtedly mad e
him the happiest returning
soldier.
Seniors Nate Carp, Tom
Doorknob, Kevin Withmore,
and ChrisLayme also proved
ingenious in acquiring return
funding. As a team, they entered the "chug a basketball
full o' Rum" contest (which
entails vigorously sucking a
rum-inflated basketball dry
through its inflating needle obviously not a simple task).
After gulping their way to a
fast start,however,Doorknob
dribbled on the floor which
caused Carp to slip onto an
already s .ated Layme and
seemingly ruined their
chances for victory. Amazingly, though, some late-arriving spectators who believed the performance was a
comedy act showered our
heroes with money.
Just as our conquerors
werejubilantly leaving,however, Withmore - whose proceeding performance had
been flawless-booted on and
destroyed his portion of the
profits. Understandably, all
of us feared for his survival,
but the enterprising and undaunted Wit wasnottobeleft
behind - he quickly resorted
to stomach flexing in crowded
bunkers toearn h ist rip home.
The last group of warriors

whose heroics 111 mention are especially
deserving of praise, for it was late in the
week when they finally found a method
for return,and they stopped'at nothing to
ensure victory. Seniors Mac Henry and
GregJaycobson;and Juniors EricJohnyson
and Kevo Smith were resolute in their
determination to win the four belly-flop
contests that were scheduled at pools
along the beach on the last day of our
forces' stay. In fact,the fear of failure was
greater than their fear of bodily damage.
Just as each pool's contest was about to
end, our brave heroes eject ed from their
F-16's on a passby and plunged 20,000
feet to their respective pools below.
Understandably, each of our contestants won their return fare - even though
Johnyson was the only participant to actually land in a pool (which turned out to
be the wrong one). Fear not,however, as
Jaycobson's ankle cushioned Withmore's
and Henry's fall enough to avert severe
damage (Jaycobson himself was lucky
enough to land on one of his earlier conquests).
As you can see,our aforementioned
heroes and the many other Colby participants were not only successful in securing a place in Daytona for future Colby
combatants,but they were also all able to
return home safely.
As for myself (the only soldier to be
left behind), I will briefly explain my absence. After trying all week to return via
gigolo fees, I finally decided to enter the
"ride a wave from Daytona to Miami"
contest, which I was confident I could
win. Just as I had the Miami skyline in
sight, however, I struck a Cuban rowboat
and washurled from my 300 milejourney.
Oh well, life down here isn't so bad. Like
it or not.q

"Ooops,this photojustgot boursined!" -Walker eating cheeseat3:30

a.m.

"If I wason a college newspaper staff I would j ust love it!" - Chip

"Fbr thejokei
ssueljust don't think we should edit anything."- Alisa
"Do you think the plural for dufus is duffi?" - LEW
"1know they're going to be late, but if they're la te they'll be late on
time."- Paul
"This is not our god damn week!" - Walker
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"Oh my God I sat on cherry pie!"- Craig
"Put your condoms whereyou candy is." - LEW
"Who me? The groovemaster. "- LEW

"I can't look a guy straight in the eye who has his hands down his

pants."-Alisa

1D» you know, the grosrt
stuff with the cheese &wce
$? those right before
{ Christmas break

"What'sa slug?"-Scott
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"1think I have bronchitis" - editors

fc WHCMF

"Who is he and why does he want to stu dy demons?" - Alisa

& the OrtC with taste

"I wear the original Eau de Toilette, and that 's not French
honey!!"- Walker,commenting on his personal odor
"Maybe we should have made him Devastator of the Week."
Amy Vrcclandspeakingabout Matt Dumas after the Foss sit-in
"Then aga in for the male members of the Echo, it's been so long we
can't even spell the word sex anymore." - Chip, presumably
"Who really cares about the Music Dcpt. anyways?"- Craig while
searching for another department for the Tenure focus
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OFF THE HILI C'moiij let's ail groove it
BOWDOIN

He&$ $pmethlag rjfeit; te golrtg to rftakei aO you
&>w4am rejects green with envy * Bowdoin has once
again decided;to re-evaluate its grading: system, AH
studenfemttst i^ceiveanAora B. When askedwhythe
suddenchange,,theprepideafcclah?»ed,"£tey,jf theyare
smart enough to come here they don't need to study?
Obviouslythesewerethehighschoolstudygeeknerds
and IttDW ieel It is my responsibilityto teachthemhow
tarea^ypa^ey.
'^ llTerefer^ntprthatScc^^n^ofthe
Drunk s"OsbeerwiUbe asked JoteachasemtnarenUtfed
Xafcchmga Buzz: How to piecetogether yourevening
lhe Day After *

BA^ES

Wha really cares!!! • They are probablyonce again
tr^ngiofind yet AnotherStupid statists*that s&ysthey
arebetterthan Colby.

WILLIAMS

The administration:has f amilythrown In thetoweL
After-^someodd yearsof tryhigtocombat underground
fraternities they have; fi nally decided to not only
acknowledge theirexfefetfce*but ft |S rumored thai the
presidentof jr Eiffl P^theschool'slargestunderground
fraternity,willbe named,as thecoUege'snew president
When asked fco comment,current PresidentMa. Lemon
Marange,stated fnirnherbul&do^er,"KernemberCalby,
we wereyourmadel/'

AHMAMARXA

Who arethey? Wheredid theycome f rom?Why are
they In the ECACs?And whois Awna Maria anywayJulieAndrewsibttglostcoxtsSnfrom the Sound of Music?
At least we do know that JeremiahjBeerdie.Earth goes
theveandtheyj«stadoptedthedolphluas their mascot,
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By Dan Rayethon
Groovy Q's Block
VANILLA ICE-TOTHE EXTREME
Vanilla Ice has taken the world by storm with his starling
Aryan features and his NAZIdance steps. Howeverthese are
minor blackheads on the face of a man who has given us the
Grammy winning album 'To the Extreme." As expressed
through his lyrics,the
~ ZZZZZT "~"l
Iceman is a liberated i ,~- »™_—_™.
man. He is sensitive,
sincere, romantic,
poetic,politically and
g r a m m at i c a l l y
correct, and most
importantly, willing
to try new positions.
In "Stop That
Train" Ice shares his
first sexual experience
with his listeners. "I
thought she was an
angel/and soft as a
cream puff/until I
seen her come out with the whip and handcuffs." It is at this
pointthatlcebravelyrevealstousthathehasneverprocreated.
Once in position he confessed "1 didn't know-what to do"
' In "Ice is Workin It"the Iceman confesses his attraction to
gerbils. He often finds himself wooing them using such
sultry lines as "See/I wanna get loose with you/is that
alri ght?/...oh you feel so good."
"Dancin," not to be confused with McHammer (the Irish
rapper), Tiny Tim or KC and the Sunshine band, is yet
another liberated song by the Iceman. In this overture he
promotes naked dirty dancing. By dirt he actually implies
mud. "All the people on the left/shake your thing/and
. everybody on the right /do the same thing/now the people
in the middle try to enhance it/and make it grow like a Chia
Pet."
Erotica expert Jen Hartello notes the striking similarity in
lyrical style to the writing of Anais Nin,author of Henry and
June. "Do me/pursue me, let me tell you how to make love
on an inner tube, letsdo it/cuz you know what I want/be on
the look out in your vicinity /I'm robbin' virgins of their
virginity" are a taste of some of the moisture-inducing lines
that Ice pours forth to his helplesslittle victims.
Ice remakes the Zamfir's international hit "Ice Ice Baby."
He chose to remake the song because "(he) felt that its
qualities really embody my ideology like a good wine," he

stated in a recent ' Good Housekeeping" interview.
In this track he describes his music as "killing your brain
like a poisonous mushroom." Here he is referring to the
existential quality of his lyrics which he admits will not be
comprehended by the masses. "My music is not Marxist!" he
was quoted as saying.
INXS X
INXS (pronounced "inks") has made the tragic mistake of
producing an album which cannot be matched in the future.
"X" is appropriately named since the whole album was
conceived under the influence of the stimulant "X." As a
result, they have demonstrated that they are more than
capable of countless varieties of musical styles and tempos.
"Hear That Sound" is a perfect example of their lyrical
and musical variety. "Hear that sound /there's a voice to be
found/making changes go round /hear that sound/hear that
sound/"Hearthatsound/th ere'sa voice tobe found/making
changes go round/hear that sound /hear that sound / hear
that sound/there's a voice to be found/making changes go
round/hear that sound/hear that sound/hear that sound/
there's a voice to be found/making changes go round /hear
that sound." .
Bitter Tears, a song written last Friday kicking off the
first day of Passover, discusses the meaning of the salt water
at the Seder table. The
song deals with lead
singer
Michael
Hutchence's inability
to accept his Jewish
heritage.
"Push away your
bitter tears/push
away your bitter
tears/push away
yourbitter tears/push
away your bitter
tears/push away
your bitter tears/
that's what they call
doing no wrong/
th at's what they call doing no wrong/push away your bitter
tears/push away your bitter tears/push away your bitter
tears."
"Disappear" is a track in which the Australian band
surprisingly claims to have absolutely no talent at all. It
"disappeared." The song deals with the cathartic emotions
felt during this realization. They feel so free nothing seemsto
matter.
Continued on page 6
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He knows
how to speak
his mind.

Write in
candidate for
Stu-A
President

By O.C.K.
NEWS EDITOR
An illicit love affair between President of the College Bill
Caughter and college guide author LisaBur nbookisa possible
reason for the negativereview Colby received in Burnbook's
book The Preppy Guide to Colleges.
The affair came to light when several love letters from
Burnbook to Caughter were unearthed in the attic of the
Caughters'homeduringspringcleaning.They were found in
a trunk by Ima Cleaner, housekeeper to the president.
"1 hadn't read anything like these since "Penthouse
Letters," said Cleaner.
Caughter first met Burnbook when he attended a trustee
meeting in New York two years ago. The two spent the ni ght
together at Caughter's hotel, reportedly collaborating on a
glowing review of Colby for Burnbook's book, as well as
developing a curriculum for a hands-on sexual education
course to be introduced as part of the new first-year colloquia.
Theaffairwasrenewed a fewmonthslaterwhen Burnbook
traveled to Colby under the pretense of researching her book.
At the end of the torrid weekend Caughter broke off the
affair. Over the next several months Burnbook wrote
repeatedly to Caughter,demanding that he renew relations
with her and divorce his wife Lydia. The letters included
threats on Lydia's life,as well as suggestions that if Caughter
did not respond to her demands, Burnbook would "see to it
thatnoscl f-respectingpolitfcallycorrectprcpsterevcrattends
your depraved school."
In Burnbook s final letter shcissucd an ultimatum, stating
that unless Caughter satisfied her,sho would trash the school
in her new book. The Preppy Guide to Colleges went to print
soon after, with the unfavorable review of Colby.

Photo by Carmen Gettit
Burnbook eyeing Caughter
Theoriginal manuscriptand the chapter which was finally
published iri the book are considerably different , according
to Cut N. Paste,Burnbook's publisher. The chapter submitted
by Burnbook was too explicit to bo printed and had to be
heavily edited .
"It dealt more with Caughter's short comings as a lover
than with Colby as as school," said Paste.
Both Burnbpokand Caughter declined to comment on the
affair.Q

Now, no one has
to "try sobriety"
taste, I especially enjoy Busch's wide variety
of serving containers. Long neck bottles are
By Bottoms Up perfect for my intimate EPC meetings, while
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
kegs seem to work well for my larger midweek student center parties."
Caughter is disappointed that the bulk of
According to a trustees report released the funds is invested with Busch and Coors.
last week, Colby's entire endowment is "I hope the trustees take a closer look at
invested in breweries.
Rolling Rock," he said. "I know I've always
"The trustees decided to invest in liked the Rock best."
breweries because they feel the College must
Caughter also suggested cornering the
invest in something that everyone believes market on dice as a more diverse investing
in," said Bill "Melater" Caughter, president. option. "I think there is a lot of potential for
"Here at Colby, we all believe in beer."
Beer-die to catch on nationally. We have
Anheuser Busch and Coors are the two alumnirepresentativesin everystateteaching
breweries holding the majority of the their friends and neighbors the art of this
endowment at this time.
sport. By cornering the market in dice, we
"I was happy the trustees decided to go could profit on a trend we introduced,"said
with Busch," said Jannie Nightsinger, dean Caughter.Q
of students. "Aside from the rough, cheap

Senior year scrapped
By Craig Applecrumb

FEATURES EDITOR
Dueto lack of both funds and enthusiasm,
the officers of the class of'92 have decided to
cancel their senior year, scheduled to begin
next fall.
"Obviously people don't want a senior
yearor they would have helped us raisemore
money,"said dneclassofficer. "I'mdisgusted
bytheshowof support we'vegotten.Nobody
even bought any of our Arbor Day-

Celebration T-shirts. At this rate we're going
to have to cancel the ping-pong tournament
scheduled for next week.We don't even have
any money to pay for the padd lesweordered,
and whereelsearewegoingto get200 paddles
by next week? Tell me, where? We had to
special order them and everything. I could
just cry. And the balls have already been
shipped.What are we going to do with two1
hundred stupid ping-pong balls now? This is
pathetic. Just pathetic."
As of now, the junior class will not
graduate until sufficient funds can be found
to scrape together some sort of senior year.Q

MacMoose takes Stu-A presidency
In a press conference following the
elections, the Moose criticized his
MANAGING EDITOK
predecessors. "They love to do nothing and
rest afterwards." However, he does feel that
students
Colby
By a seven to one margin,
elected a write-in candidate, the Talking Colby could be worse. "An idle mind is worth
Moose, for Stu-A president. The Moose's two in the bush," he said.
There are concerns that the Moose will
overwhelming victory is being attributed to
runinto conflicts with Tool Newman,Director
his candor and quick decision making.
Lawn Crawlee,thisyear's Stu-A president, of Student Activities and Paul'srejected twin.
said, "The Moose is so bitchen. He just says The Moose responded, "I know Tool is hurt
whatever is on his mind and then acts on it. I that he never made it in show business, but
my philosophy about Tool is, don't try to
never knew you could do that."
teach
him to sing. It wastes time and annoys
The Moose first appeared at Colby on a
the
staff."
computer in the Echo office. "He just popped
Students expect the Moose to deal with
up on my screen one day and started talking,"
said Glory Write,editorof theEc/zo.TheMoose the same alcohol crap that every other Stu-A
president has dealt with in the last three
has been a hit ever since.
The Moose said, "The secret of success is years. The Moose, in reference to Dean of
sincerity - learn to fake that and you've got it StudentsJannie Sweatthinger'salcohol policy
made."
By Alisa Alwaystardy

changes this year, said, "Nobody_expects a
Spanish Inquisition."
As PCism increases on campus,the Moose
will most likely be caught in the struggle
between liberal and conservative students.
For now, the Moose has decided to take a
progressive approach to PCism on campus,
encouraging all students to change their
thinking. "Keep your mind open but check
your fly," he said.
The Moose's stunning victory came as a
surprise to many. "I really thoug ht th e
stud ent s would vote f or an enrolled student
this year, but I guess they've been
disheartened," said Tool.
The Moose also supports the current baby
boom within the administration. "A hen
tomorrow is better than an egg today," he
said.Q

"No one expected a Spanish Inq uisition "

Yes! it's Wabbit season, no, it's Duck season!!
By Heather Boothe

STAFF WRITER

President Caughter, in a memo he
sent to students and local town
newspapers, an unced that an allcampus duck-hunting season will
officially begin at Colby thisSunday at 3
pm. for the first time in the College's
history.
Caughter wrote that he and the deans
thought that opening the campus to duck
hunting would solve many of the
campus' current problems.
First,itwouldimproverelationswith
the town. He made a point to also send
a letter to the Morning Sentinel to be
perfectly clear that the town people are
also invited to take those rifles down off
the racks in their trucks and shoot those
ducks. This, he claims, is just part of the
ongoing effort to improve the schools
relationship with Waterville.
My gun s just been sitting up there
on my rack all winter," said Joh n La
Croix of Waterville. "I thought I was
going to have to wait 'til fall to use it on
those birds."
Secondly, Caughter points out that

this free activity will give students who
are under 21, and therefore unable to
drink alcohol, something to do. He
points out that this is a healthy and fun
alternative to any weekend doghead,
and hopes the opening day party will
become a tradition among Colby
students for years to come.
"Colby students complain because
we don't let them drink, but then we
don't give them an alternative," said
Janice Slackzinger, dean of students,
after reading the president's memo.
"Here's just that alternative they have
been looking for."
Thirdl y, this resolves the problem
of ducks staying on campus during the
winter. Since all the ducks will be shot,
there will be no problems of overfed
ducks neglecting to go south for the
winter.
"We will be free from the endless
Echo articles about wandering campus
ducks," Caughter added with a grin.
So get out your water pistol or rifle
of choice. The new season kicks off
with a reception and hunt to follow on
Sunday at the warming hut at Johnson
PondD

Photo by that Silly Wabbit
Caughter gets a head start on the duck hunting season. He got a little wet, but he got the duck.

Hamburger
Helper

one sex.
"Call me Hamburger,
please," she said. "Women
and men are both capable of
continued from McDonald s
it, I guess. Isn't that gross?
p age!
You'd really have to be one
most often found in sick puppy to do that. But
people suffering from poor don't send them to me. I
self-image and self-worth wouldn't want them to pee
who would feel a need to on my new rugJsn't it nice?"
Where can these people
expel what they feel is
find
help at Colby?
harmful or wasteful to their
"I
don't know, but they
well-beings, doing so in
public so as to prove to ev- better find it soon," said
eryone else that they are Patty. "I suppose we could
trying desperately to exor- start a self-help group. We
cise this harm and waste could call it Urinators
from their bodies. Either Anonymous. Or Defecators
that, or the person is just a Anonymous. I'm sorry, I
total sicko who needs help don't mean to laugh at you.
bad. But don't send them to I'm just in rare form today.
me. I wouldn't want to Oops - better make that meshake their hand or any- dium-rare form! Get it!"
Patty did say she would
thing.Is this off the record?"
refer
clients to a specialist
As a counselor, Patty
downtown
if necessary.
said she has never encounAnything to get them as
tered anything like this befar
away
from me as posfore at Colby.
sible,"
she
said.
"This is some
"Unless you count that
sick
stuff
we're
about.
talking
poor girl back in 1987 who
No
shit."
gotdrunkoffher rockerone
How should a student
night and passed out in a
toilet bowl full of pee. But I approach afriendwhom they
like to think of that as an believe suffers from this
isolated incident. That was problem?
"I. would wear gloves
kind of funny though. Can
myself,"
said Patty. "And I
you imagine that? It must
would
keep
a distance.
havebeen so embarrassing.
I felt awful for the girl who Would you like a drink?"
Patty did feel that this
wason the toilet at the time.
wouldrun its course
problem
I still wonder how Sarah
at
some
point.
got her head in there. Oops,
"People just can't keep
did I just say her name?
We're a confidential service doing this kind of thing,"she
you know. The Pubertie's said. "It'snot natural. It'ssick
would kill me if they knew and disgusting. I get the
I was giving out their jeevies just thinking about it.
daug hter 's name. Oops! Do you have a girlf ri end?
You'd be perfect for my sisDid I just do it again?"
ter
Peppermint. She's a real
Patty said urinating in
character.
I mean,literally."?
publicisnotconfined to just

Music

ATTENTION
LADIES:

continued from page 4

"And the world seems to
disappear/all the problems/
all the fears/and the world
seems to disappear/disappear/disappear/disappear/
disappear/disappear/disappear/disappear." Again,
they dazzle their listeners
with their creative choice in
word variation.
"Who Pays the Price?" is
a song about the dilemma of
who should pick up the tab
on dates. Hutchence tells of
an unfortunate experience
when he suggested she pay.
Evidently the crowd at the
restaurant didn't agree with
him.
He says, "Peop le are
shoving/pushing you into
the ground/and you cry in
the daylight/it's like a war/
who pays the price."
Hutchence hopes that by
sharing hisexperience,hecan
save others the trouble of
meeting a similar fate.
ENIGMA-MCMXC a.D.
There is one obvious
reason why this album has
raped the pop charts in
Canada,Europe,and theU.S.
Asisindicatedon the album's
sleeve, it is an album to
"nastify" (from the noun "to
do the nasty") to.
"The pleasure of satisfying a savage instinct/undomesticated by the ego/is
uncomparably more intense
than the one of satisfying a
tamed instinct/The reason is
becoming the enemy that
prevents us from a lot of possibilities of pleasure." This

¦

quote was taken from a recent Phylis
Schlafley speech in which she endorsed the
bands efforts in designing an album to fornicate to.
"The Voice of Enigma,"the album's first
track is intended to be used as foreplay
music. Enigma Guru Curly M.C. states in a
recent Echo interview, that "this song was
especially de signed for Americanswhohave
expressed their impatience with forep lay."
(The song is less than 2 minutes.) "Sadness," the next track, expresses Curly's
sorrow at seeing so many American women
go unsatisfied. He hopes that his music-will
open new sexual channels for American
partners. Curly hopes that by the time
"Sadness" kicks in, the partners should be
"doin' the do" like Scooby."
The album is intended to serve as 40:12
seconds of pleasure. If used correctly, it is
possible to pontificate (performing the act
in the back seat of a Pontiac) three times
during the course oi the album. There are
spots in the music where cigarette smoking
is appropriate. MCMXC is a perfect treat
for someone like Vanilla Ice who is unexperienced in the act of sexing. Like a spirit the
music possesses you, enabling you to explore sexual states unknown to William F.
Buckley himself.
The beginning of the album is tame in
nature. However,it progressively gets more
and more risqueas "Knocking on Forbidden
Doors" indicates. No Tim Morrison explanations are needed.Q

What could have been:
the tragedy of spanky fall ic
By Homey "don 't play
that" Walsh and Paul
"Too Tall" Argiro
Asst. Sports E ditor and
Sports E ditor
Forget Bo Jackson ,
Spanky Fallic '91 could
have established a new
standard for the athlete,
had it not been for a COOT
accident his freshman year.
Fallic
Here's how
remembers it, with a little
help from his friends:
"I was a young stud
starring in three sports at
Boston Latin , and had
many Division I recruiters
knocking down my door.
But I chose Colby purely
for academic and publicity
reasons.
"You see," Fallic says,
setting you up like the
fisherman recounting the
first Great White he reeled
in,"Thcbabes surrounding
mc in high school were
enough. I mean forget my
studies, I didn't want the
hassle of all the Division I
chicks.
"Thebabcs would have
distracted mc from my
athletic pursuits. I figured
I could have been a bi g fish

in the D-I pond, but I opted
to be a sperm whale in
Johnson Pond," he says.
But Spank, what sport
made the Fallic legend grow
the most?
"Dude, I'd have to say

glamour. He was a
hardworking, superior
athlete who could've played
D-I baseball, soccer and
hockey, and yes, he even
excelled in bowling thanks
to his oversized balls.
It was
nicotine
addiction
t h a t
caused
Spank to
wrestle
with "an
overgrown"
bear while
on COOT.
"This
bear had
t h e
unmitigated
gall to take
my last tin
of Skoal
M i n t .
Naturally,
I had to
challenge
photo by Cyrus Zambonic IV h i m . "
Teammates congratulate Sp anksta
Spank
remembers
hockey[pause as he changes> the bear to be "roughly 7'4"
"Upp er s"]. Most were¦ and 620 lbs., a Notre Dame
amazed by my small frame ¦
' offensive line recruit.
but how I handled my big;
"He was really big, but
stick in the crease."
the bear looked young and 1
But Spank wasn't all I

thought I'd take ad vantageof my quickness
and superior intellect. I thought I had him
best two of three falls. Little did I know he
was also recruited by Dan Gable to wrestle
Greco-Roman for Iowa.
"The bear had me pinned but I wasn't
going to giveup my tin of dip. But he got the
better of me, yanking the tin from my hand
and irreparably tearing the ligamentsin my
wrist."Satisfied,the bear ranoff. "I couldn't
move my wrist and I thought my athletics
were over."
So whatcould Spanky Fallichave offered
to college sports?
"Where do 1start? I don't like to brag -1
just go by what people have told me over
the years. I was good - real good. My senior
year I had 91goals, as a defenseman, which
is hard to come by.
"Not many peopleknewaboutit though,
because my coach, a man who I often
conflicted with, wrote 19. See, he reversed
it. I was !$#$©, but what could I do? *•
"I proved myself in other sports though.
That spring, I batted .491 with 19HRs and
71 ribbics. I was no slouch around the bag
either. My last error came when I was ten,
and tha t grounder hit a rock. I was voted the
second-best all-around baseball player in
tho nation, behind a junior, Ken Griffey Jr."
"I look back now and wonder, what if?
I came to college and all the coaches
abandoned mc becauseof my wrist. But I'm
satisfied. And despite my wrist, now I'm
practicing golf during the summer. People
have told mc that if I keep at it, I should
make the senior tour. Dude, I can 't
complain."
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For an opinion,
mean cuisine, or
old-fashioned
Southern charm
CALL
1-800-HOT-CAKE
FOR SALE:

TheMinnow
A 1976 bicentennial
edition of the
Honda Accord
-IT RUNS
-4 Seats
-Brakes
-A right hand
blinker
-Bumper
stickers
Please the
Minnow needs a
homeWon't you help it?
Call 872-FISH
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. Catching Pablo in a pensive moment, we can see his shorts
"Flintstones go surfing" retailing at $4.97 with three Flintstone
Vitamin proofs of purchase.
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The Shark's trou "Santa plays golf is available from Yves Saint
Laurent on Rodeo Drive. Prices only available on request.
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Oops! cover yourself Shark! And show us those neat Chuck Taylors by Converse! Those are
sold for £12.72 a oiece. and distributed through K-Mart and other fine footware stores.
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Wc sec Sweaty frolicking in his "action wear" saran wrap gstring made by Jordachc, retailing for $65.

Sale of the week! Pablo 's wet t-shirt was fashioned by
Armani, retailing at $72.50,

Photos by Ta-ra-ra Taupier
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